We study the electrical injection and detection of spin accumulation in lateral ferromagnetic-metalnonmagnetic-metal-ferromagnetic-metal ͑F/N/F͒ spin valve devices with transparent interfaces. Different ferromagnetic metals, Permalloy ͑Py͒, cobalt ͑Co͒, and nickel ͑Ni͒, are used as electrical spin injectors and detectors. For the nonmagnetic metal both aluminum ͑Al͒ and copper ͑Cu͒ are used. Our multiterminal geometry allows us to experimentally separate the spin valve effect from other magnetoresistance signals such as the anisotropic magnetoresistance and Hall effects. In a ''nonlocal'' spin valve measurement we are able to completely isolate the spin valve signal and observe clear spin accumulation signals at Tϭ4.2 K as well as at room temperature ͑RT͒. For aluminum we obtain spin relaxation lengths ( s f ) of 1.2 m and 600 nm at T ϭ4.2 K and RT, respectively, whereas for copper we obtain 1.0 m and 350 nm. At RT these spin relaxation lengths are within a factor of 2 of the maximal obtainable spin relaxation length, being limited by electronphonon scattering. The spin relaxation times s f in the Al and Cu thin films are compared with theory and results obtained from giant magnetoresistance ͑GMR͒, conduction electron spin resonance, antiweak localization, and superconducting tunneling experiments. The magnitudes of the spin valve signals generated by the Py and Co electrodes are compared to the results obtained from GMR experiments. For the Ni electrodes no spin signal could be observed beyond experimental accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spintronics is a rapidly emerging field in which one tries to study or make explicit use of the spin degree of freedom of the electron.
1-3 So far, the most well-known examples of spintronics are the giant magnetoresistance ͑GMR͒ of metallic multilayers 4 -6 and tunneling magnetoresistance ͑TMR͒ of magnetic tunnel junctions. 7, 8 Injection of hot electrons Ϸ1 eV above the Fermi energy (E F ) in Co/Cu ͑multi͒layers have shown a significant spin filtering effect, enabling transistor functionality and ballistic electron magnetic microscopy. 9, 10 Recent experiments have shown the ability of spin-polarized currents to induce a ͑local͒ magnetization reversal in thin ferromagnetic wires and Co/Cu multilayer pillars. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] A new direction is emerging, where one actually wants to inject spin currents, transfer and manipulate the spin information at the Fermi energy, and detect the resulting spin polarization in nonmagnetic metals and semiconductors. 16 Because of the spin-orbit interaction, the electron spin can be flipped and consequently a spin-polarized current will have a finite lifetime. For this reason it is necessary to study spin transport in systems, where the ''time of flight'' of the electrons between the injector and detector is shorter than the spin relaxation time. A first successful attempt to electrically inject and detect spins in metals dates back to 1985 when Johnson and Silsbee demonstrated spin accumulation in a single-crystal aluminum bar up to temperatures of 77 K. 17, 18 In their pioneering experiments they were able to observe spin precession of the induced nonequilibrium magnetization, made possible by the long spin relaxation lengths s f Ͼ50 m. In ͑diffusive͒ thin metallic films, however, the spin relaxation length corresponds to typical length scales of 1 m. We use a lateral mesosopic spin valve to access and probe this length scale. [19] [20] [21] [22] We note that a similar experiment using planar spin valves has been reported in Ref. 23 . In Sec. II a review of the basic model for spin transport in the diffusive transport regime is given, whereas in Sec. III this model is applied to our multiterminal device geometry. A multiterminal resistor model of spin injection and detection is presented in Sec. IV in order to elucidate the principles behind the reduction of the polarization of the spin current at a transparent F/N interface, also referred to as ''conductivity mismatch.'' 24 The sample fabrication process and measurement geometry are described in Sec. V. Spin accumulation measurements in a ''conventional'' and ''nonlocal'' geometry for Py/Cu/Py and Py/Al/Py spin valves will be presented in Sec. VI and Sec. VII, whereas spin accumulation measurements on Co/Cu/Co and Ni/Cu/Ni spin valves will be presented in Sec. VIII. In Sec. IX the obtained results of Secs. VI, VII, and VIII are analyzed using the model for spin transport in the diffusive regime and the results are compared to current perpendicular-to-plane-͑CPP-͒ GMR, conduction electron spin resonance ͑CESR͒, antiweak localization, and superconducting tunneling experiments.
II. THEORY OF SPIN INJECTION AND ACCUMULATION
In general, electron transport through a diffusive channel is a result of a difference in the electrochemical potential of two connected electron reservoirs. 25 An electron reservoir is an electron bath in full thermal equilibrium. In the absence of a magnetic field the electrochemical potential () is obtained by adding the chemical energy ( ch ) and the potential energy:
tential ch is by definition the energy needed to add one electron to the system, usually set to zero at the Fermi energy ͑this convention is adopted throughout this text͒, and accounts for the kinetic energy of the electrons. In the linear response regime, i.e., for small deviations from equilibrium (͉eV͉ϽkT), the chemical potential equals the excess electron density n divided by the density of states ͑N͒ at the Fermi energy, ch ϭn/N(E F ). From Eq. ͑1͒ it is clear that a gradient of , the driving force of electron transport, can result from either a spatial varying electron density ٌn or an electric field EϭϪٌV. Since fully characterizes the reservoir, one is free to describe transport either in terms of diffusion (Eϭ0, ٌn 0) or in terms of electron drift (E 0, ٌnϭ0). In the drift picture the whole Fermi sea has to be taken into account and consequently one has to maintain a constant electron density everywhere by imposing ٌnϭ0. We use the diffusive picture where only the energy range ⌬, the difference in the electrochemical potential between the two reservoirs, is important to describe transport. Both approaches ͑drift and diffusion͒ are equivalent in the linear regime and are related to each other via the Einstein relation
where is the conductivity and D the diffusion constant. We focus on the diffusive transport regime, which applies when the mean free path l e is shorter than the device dimensions. The description of electrical transport in a ferromagnetic metal in terms of a two-current ͑spin-up and spindown͒ model dates back to Mott. 26 This idea was followed by Campbell and co-workers to describe the transport properties of Ni-, Fe-, and Co-based alloys. [27] [28] [29] [30] van Son et al. 31 have extended the model to describe transport through F/N interfaces. A firm theoretical underpinning, based on the Boltzmann transport equation, has been given by Valet and Fert. 32 They have applied the model to describe the effects of spin accumulation and spin-dependent scattering on the CPP-GMR effect in magnetic multilayers. This standard model allows for a detailed quantitative analysis of the experimental results.
An alternative model, based on thermodynamic considerations, has been put forward and applied by Johnson and Silsbee ͑JS͒. 33 In principle, both models describe the same physics and should therefore be equivalent. However, the JS model has a drawback in that it does not allow a direct calculation of the spin polarization of the current ( in Refs. 17,18, and 33-35͒, whereas in the standard model all measurable quantities can be directly related to the parameters of the experimental system. 32, 36, 37 The transport in a ferromagnet is described by spindependent conductivities
where N ↑,↓ denotes the spin-dependent density of states ͑DOS͒ at the Fermi energy and D ↑,↓ the spin-dependent diffusion constants, expressed in the spin dependent Fermi velocities v F↑,↓ and electron mean free paths l e↑,↓ . Throughout this paper our notation is ↑ for the majority spin direction and ↓ for the minority spin direction. Note that the spin dependence of the conductivities is determined by both the density of states and diffusion constants. This should be contrasted with magnetic F/I/F or F/I/N tunnel junctions, where the spin polarization of the tunneling electrons is determined ͑to first order͒ by the spin-dependent ͑local͒ DOS. 7, 38, 39 Also in a typical ferromagnet several bands ͑which generally have different spin-dependent densities of states and Fermi velocities͒ contribute to the transport. Provided that the elastic scattering time and the interband scattering times are shorter than the spin flip times ͑which is usually the case͒, the transport can still be described in terms of well-defined spin-up and spin-down conductivities. It should, however, be noted that in particular ferromagnets ͑e.g., Permalloy [40] [41] [42] ͒ the spin flip times may become comparable to the momentum scattering time. In this case an ͑additional͒ spin-mixing resistance arises, 4,29,43 which we will not discuss further here. Because the spin-up and spin-down conductivities are different, the current in the bulk ferromagnet will be distributed accordingly over the two spin channels:
where j ↑↓ are the spin-up and spin-down current densities. According to Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑6͒ the current flowing in a bulk ferromagnet is spin polarized, with a polarization given by
The next step is the introduction of spin flip processes, described by a spin flip time ↑↓ for the average time to flip an up spin to a down spin and ↓↑ for the reverse process. The detailed balance principle imposes that N ↑ / ↑↓ ϭN ↓ / ↓↑ , so that in equilibrium no net spin scattering takes place. As pointed out already, usually these spin flip times are larger than the momentum scattering time e ϭl e /v F . The transport can then be described in terms of the parallel diffusion of the two spin species, where the densities are controlled by spin flip processes.
The effect of the spin flip processes can now be described by the following equation ͑assuming diffusion in one dimension only͒:
where
is the spinaveraged diffusion constant, and the spin relaxation time s f is given by 1/ s f ϭ1/ ↑↓ ϩ1/ ↓↑ . We note that s f represents the time scale over which the nonequilibrium spin accumulation ( ↑ Ϫ ↓ ) decays and therefore is equal to the spin lattice relaxation time T 1 used in the Bloch equations: s f ϭT 1 . 18, 44 Using the requirement of current conservation, the general solution of Eq. ͑8͒ for a uniform ferromagnet or nonmagnetic wire is now given by
where we have introduced the spin relaxation length s f ϭͱD s f . The coefficients a, b, c, and d are determined by the boundary conditions imposed at the junctions where the wires are coupled to other wires. In the absence of an interface resistance and spin flip scattering at the interfaces, the boundary conditions are ͑1͒ continuity of ↑ ↓ at the interface, and ͑2͒ conservation of spin-up and spin-down currents j ↑ , j ↓ across the interface.
III. SPIN ACCUMULATION IN MULTITERMINAL SPIN VALVE STRUCTURES
We will now apply the model of spin injection to a multiterminal geometry, which reflects our measurement and device geometry; see Figs. 1͑a͒ and 3͑c͒.
In our ͑one-dimensional͒ geometry we can identify six different regions for which Eqs. ͑9͒ and ͑10͒ have to be solved according to their boundary conditions at the interface. The geometry is schematically shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ , where the six different regions are marked with roman letters I-VI. According to Eq. ͑9͒ the equations for the spin-up electrochemical potentials in these regions, assuming parallel magnetization of the ferromagnetic regions, read
where we have written ↑ ϭ F (1ϩ␣ F )/2 and A to K are nine unknown constants. The equations for the spin-down electrochemical potential in the six regions of Fig. 1 
and L is the length of the nonmagnetic metal strip in between the ferromagnetic electrodes. The magnitude of the spin accumulation at the F/N interface of regions V and VI is given by ↑ Ϫ ↓ ϭ2B/␣ F .
In the situation where the ferromagnets have an antiparallel magnetization alignment, the constant B of Eq. ͑11͒ gets a minus sign in front. Upon changing from parallel to antiparallel magnetization configuration ͑a spin valve measurement͒ a difference of ⌬ϭ2B will be detected in the electrochemical potential between the normal metal ͑Region III͒ and ferromagnetic voltage probe ͑Region VI͒. This leads to the definition of the spin-dependent resistance ⌬Rϭ Ϫ2B/e jS, where S is the cross-sectional area of the nonmagnetic strip:
shows that for N ӶL, the magnitude of the spin signal ⌬R will decay exponentially as a function of L. In the opposite limit F ӶLӶ N , the spin signal ⌬R has a 1/L dependence. In this limit and under the constraint that M L/2 N ӷ1, we can write Eq. ͑12͒ as
Subsequently, in the situation where there are no spin flip events in the normal metal ( N →ϱ) we find that we can write Eq. ͑13͒ in an even more simple form
The important point to notice is that Eq. ͑14͒ clearly shows that even in the situation when there are no spin flip processes in the normal metal, the spin signal ⌬R is reduced with increasing L. The reason is that the spin-dependent resistance ( F / F S) of the injecting and detecting ferromagnets remains constant for the two spin channels, whereas the spin-independent resistance (L/ N S) of the nonmagnetic metal in between the two ferromagnets increases linearly with L. In both nonmagnetic metal regions II and V ͑Fig. 1͒ the spin currents have to traverse a total resistance path over a length F ϩL/2 and therefore the polarization of the current flowing through these regions will decrease linearly with L and hence the spin signal ⌬R. Note that in regions V and VI no net current is flowing as the opposite flowing spin-up and spin-down currents are equal in magnitude.
Using Eqs. ͑5͒, ͑6͒, and ͑I͒ we can calculate the current polarization at the interface of the current injecting contact, defined as
͑15͒
In the limit that Lӷ N we obtain the polarization of the current at a single F/N interface:
Again, Eq. ͑16͒ shows a reduction of the polarization of the current at the F/N interface, when the spin-dependent resistance ( F / F S) is much smaller that the spinindependent resistance ( N / N S) of the nonmagnetic metal. This situation becomes progressively worse for a semiconductor as N is reduced by a factor of 100 or more and has become known as the ''conductivity mismatch.'' 24, 45 Finally we note that the spin signal ⌬R Conv can also be calculated for a conventional measurement geometry ͓see Fig. 3͑b͔͒ , writing down similar equations and boundary conditions as we have done for the nonlocal geometry ͓Eqs. ͑I͒-͑VI͔͒. We find
shows that the magnitude of the spin valve signal measured with a conventional geometry is increased with a factor of 2 as compared to the nonlocal spin valve geometry ͓see also Ref. 36 , Eq. ͑45͔͒.
IV. RESISTOR MODEL OF MULTITERMINAL SPIN VALVE STRUCTURES
More physical insight can be gained by considering an equivalent resistor network of the spin valve device. 46 In the linear transport regime, where the measured voltages are linear functions of the applied currents, the spin transport for the conventional and nonlocal geometry can be represented by a two-terminal and four-terminal resistor network, respectively. This is shown in Fig. 2 for both parallel and antiparallel configurations of the ferromagnetic electrodes. The resistances R ↓ and R ↑ represent the resistances of the spin-up and spin-down channels, which consists of the different spin-up and spin-down resistance of the ferromagnetic elec- trodes (R ↑ F ,R ↓ F ) and the spin-independent resistance R N of the nonmagnetic wire in between the ferromagnetic electrodes. From resistor model calculations we obtain
where R Provided that N ӷL the spin-dependent resistance ⌬R Conv between the parallel ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒ and antiparallel ͑Fig. 2͑b͔͒ resistor networks for the conventional geometry can be calculated. We obtain the familiar expression
For the nonlocal geometry and under the condition N ӷL the spin-dependent resistance ⌬R between the parallel ͓Fig. 2͑c͔͒ and antiparallel ͓Fig. 2͑d͔͒ resistor networks can also be calculated. We obtain
Equation ͑21͒ again shows that the spin signal measured in a nonlocal geometry is reduced by a factor of 2 as compared to a conventional measurement. Provided that R ↑ F ,R ↓ F ӶR N we can use Eqs. ͑18͒ and ͑19͒ to rewrite Eq. ͑21͒ as
͑22͒
Using Sϭwh and replacing the square resistance by the conductivities, Eq. ͑22͒ reduces to Eq. ͑14͒. A direct relation can now be obtained between the experimentally measured quantities ⌬R, R N ᮀ , R F ᮀ and the relevant spin-dependent properties of the ferromagnet:
shows that the magnitude of the bulk spindependent resistance of the ferromagnetic electrode can be determined directly from the observable experimental quantities as the length, width, and square resistance of the nonmagnetic wire and the spin-dependent resistance ⌬R.
V. SAMPLE FABRICATION AND MEASUREMENT GEOMETRY
We use Permalloy Ni 80 Fe 20 ͑Py͒, cobalt ͑Co͒, and nickel ͑Ni͒ electrodes to drive a spin-polarized current into copper ͑Cu͒ or ͑Al͒ crossed strips. Different aspect ratios of the rectangular ferromagnetic injector ͑F1͒ and detector strips ͑F2͒ result in different switching fields of the magnetization reversal process, allowing control over the relative magnetization configuration of F1 and F2 ͑parallel and antiparallel͒ by applying a magnetic field parallel to the long axis of the ferromagnetic electrodes. [47] [48] [49] Two sets ͓F1,F2͔ of different sizes are used in the experiments. One set has dimensions of 2ϫ0.8 m 2 ͑F1͒ and 14ϫ0.5 m 2 ͑F2͒, whereas the other set has dimensions of 2ϫ0.5 m 2 ͑F1͒ and 14ϫ0.15 m
2
͑F2͒. An example of a typical device is shown in Fig. 3 . The devices are fabricated in two steps by means of conventional e-beam lithography ͑EBL͒ with PMMA resist and liftoff technique. To avoid magnetic fringe fields, the ferromagnetic electrodes are deposited first on a thermally oxidized silicon substrate. The 40-nm-thick Py electrodes are sputter deposited on a 2-nm tantalum ͑Ta͒ adhesion layer. The base pressure of the sputter system at IMEC ͑Belgium͒ was 2ϫ10
Ϫ8 mbar vacuum, whereas the background Ar pressure during sputtering was 1 mbar. A small B field of 3 mT along the long axis of the Py electrodes was applied during growth. The conductivity of the Py film was deter- and Al ϭ8.0ϫ10 7 ⍀ Ϫ1 m Ϫ1 . Two different measurement geometries are used to measure the spin valve effect in our device structure. In the conventional measurement geometry ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒ the current is sent from contact 1 to 7 and the signal RϭV/I is measured between contacts 4 and 9, see Fig. 3͑a͒ . The conventional geometry suffers from a relatively large background resistance as compared to the spin valve resistance. Small parts of the ferromagnetic electrodes underneath the vertical Cu or Al wires of the cross are included in this background resistance, which can give rise to anisotropic magnetoresistance 50 ͑AMR͒ contributions and Hall effects. In the nonlocal measurement geometry ͓Fig. 3͑c͔͒ the current is sent from contact 1 to 5 and the signal RϭV/I is measured between contacts 6 and 9; see Fig. 3͑a͒ . This technique is similar to the ''potentiometric'' method of Johnson used in Refs. 34,35. However, the separation of the current and voltage circuits allows us to remove the AMR contribution and Hall effecs of the ferromagnetic electrodes completely: the ͑magneto͒resis-tance of the current injecting contact ͑F1͒ is not relevant because any voltage drop that develops across it will not influence the current that is sent through it and similarly, no current flows through the ferromagnetic voltage contact ͑F2͒, so its ͑magneto͒resistance does not affect the voltage measurement.
VI. SPIN ACCUMULATION IN PyÕCuÕPy SPIN VALVES
The measurements were performed by standard ac lock-in techniques, using current magnitudes of from 100 A to 1 mA. Typical spin valve signals of two samples MSV1 and MSV2 ͑of the same batch͒ with a Py electrode spacing of Lϭ250 nm are shown in the Figs. 4, 5, and 6. They are both measured in a nonlocal measurement geometry and conventional measurement geometry. Sample MSV1, data shown in Figs. 4 and 5, had a current injector Py1 electrode of size 2ϫ0.5 m 2 , whereas detector electrode Py2 had a size of 14ϫ0.15 m 2 . Sample MSV2, data in shown Fig. 6 , had wider Py electrodes of 2ϫ0.8 m 2 and 14ϫ0.5 m 2 . The first set of ͑narrower͒ Py electrodes ͓Py1,Py2͔ had a more ideal switching behavior and had 3 times larger switching fields as compared to the second set ͓Py1,Py2͔. We note that a discussion of the magnetic behavior of the Py electrodes and contacts has been given in Ref. 20 .
A. Nonlocal spin valve geometry
Figures 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͒ show typical data in the nonlocal measurement geometry taken at 4.2 K and RT for sample FIG. 4 . The spin valve effect at Tϭ4.2 K ͑a͒ and RT ͑b͒ in the nonlocal geometry for a Py/Cu/Py spin valve device ͑sample MSV1͒ with 250-nm Py electrode spacing. The solid ͑dashed͒ lines correspond to the negative ͑positive͒ sweep direction. ͑c͒,͑d͒ illustrate the ''memory effect.'' For clarity the ͑c͒ and ͑d͒ are offset downwards. Note that the vertical scale of ͑a͒ is different from ͑b͒, ͑c͒, and ͑d͒.
MSV1 with a 250-nm Py electrode spacing. Sweeping the magnetic field from negative to positive field, an increase in the resistance is observed, when the magnetization of Py1 flips at 9 mT, resulting in an antiparallel magnetization configuration. The rise in resistance is due to the spin accumulation or equivalently an excess spin density present in the Cu metal. When the magnetization of Py2 flips at 47 mT (Tϭ4.2 K) and 38 mT ͑RT͒, the magnetizations are parallel again, but now point in the opposite direction. The magnitude of the measured background resistance, around 30 m⍀ at Tϭ4.2 K and 120 m⍀ at RT, depends on the geometrical shape of the Cu cross and is typically a fraction of the Cu square resistance.
Figures 4͑c͒ and 4͑d͒ show the ''memory effect.'' Coming from a high positive B field, the sweep direction of the B field is reversed after Py1 has switched, but Py2 has not. At the moment of reversing the sweep direction, the magnetic configuration of Py1 and Py2 is antiparallel, and accordingly a higher resistance is measured. When the B field is swept back to its original high positive value, the resistance remains at its increased level until Py1 switches back at a positive field of 9 mT. At zero B field the resistance can therefore have two distinct values, depending on the history of the Py electrodes.
B. Conventional spin valve geometry
The top curve in Fig. 5 shows the magnetoresistance behavior of sample MSV1 in the conventional measurement geometry. A small AMR contribution ͑dip in curve͒ of the Py1 electrode around Ϫ9 mT and a small Hall signal caused by the Py2 electrode can be observed in the negative sweep direction. Because a small part of the Py electrodes underneath the Cu wire is measured in this geometry, ͑local͒ changes in the magnetization at the Py/Cu contact area can produce an AMR or Hall signal. 20 In the positive sweep direction a dip is no longer observed, indicating that the magnetization reversal of the Py1 electrode is not the same for the two sweep directions. However, in the magnetic field range in between the two switching fields, we do observe a resistance ''plateau'' from 10 mT up to a field of 45 mT.
The magnitude of the spin valve effect measured in the conventional geometry is about 4.1 m⍀ at Tϭ4.2 K. This is about 2.5 times bigger than the magnitude of the spin signal measured in a ''nonlocal'' geometry (1.6 m⍀). Note that the factor of 2.5 is deviating from the factor of 2 as predicted by Eq. ͑17͒. This is attributed to deviations from our onedimensional model, which can be expected for samples with the shortest Py electrode spacing Lϭ250 nm, as the presence of the Cu side arms for these samples ͑see Fig. 3͒ are most felt. The top curve in Fig. 6 shows the magnetoresistance behavior in the conventional measurement geometry for sample MSV2. Here a change of the resistance is already observed before the field has reached zero in a positive field sweep, whereas the negative field sweep is very asymmetrical compared to the positive field sweep. This is attributed to the formation of a multidomain structure in the 2ϫ0.8 m 2 ͑Py1͒ electrode, causing a large AMR (Ϸ10 m⍀) signal at the Py/Cu contact area of the Py1 electrode.
However, in a nonlocal measurement geometry, the ''contact'' magnetoresistance contribution of the Py electrodes can be removed and a clear spin valve signal is observed with a similar magnitude as sample MSV1. This is shown in the bottom curve of Fig. 6 . Note that the larger widths and aspect ratio of the Py electrodes in sample MSV2 result in 3 times smaller switching fields as compared to sample MSV1.
C. Dependence on Py electrode spacing
A reduction of the magnitude of spin signal ⌬R is observed with increased electrode spacing L, as shown in Fig.  7 . By fitting the data to Eq. ͑12͒ we have obtained the spin relaxation length N in the Cu wire. From the best fits we find a value of 1Ϯ0.2 m at Tϭ4.2 K and 350Ϯ50 nm at RT. These values are compatible with those reported in literature, where 450 nm is obtained for Cu in CPP-GMR measurements at 4.2 K. 51 However, a detailed discussion of the obtained spin relaxation lengths and corresponding spin relaxation times will be given in Sec. IX.
In principle the fits of Fig. 7 also yield the spin polarization ␣ F and the spin relaxation length F of the Py electrodes. However, the values of ␣ F and F cannot be determined separately, as in the relevant limit (M ӷ1) which applies to the Py/Cu/Py experiments (12ϽM Ͻ26), the spin signal ⌬R is proportional to the product ␣ F F as is shown by Eq. ͑14͒. From the fits we find that ␣ F F ϭ1. It is also possible to calculate the polarization of the current at the Py/Cu interface. For a sample with a Py electrode spacing of Lϭ250 nm at Tϭ4.2 K and using Eq. ͑15͒ we find PӍ0.02, a factor of 10 lower than the bulk polarization ␣ F of the Py electrodes. From the resistor model we can see why the current polarization at the Py/Cu interface is reduced. For this we need to calculate the magnitude of the spin-dependent resistance difference. Using Eq. ͑23͒ and L ϭ250 nm, ⌬Rϭ1.6 m⍀, R ᮀ N ϭ0.3 ⍀, and wϭ100 nm ͑at Tϭ4.2 K) we find R ↓ ϪR ↑ Ϸ100 m⍀. From the right-hand side term of Eq. ͑23͒ and using R ᮀ F ϭ2 ⍀ we can check that this indeed corresponds with the value of ␣ F F Ϸ1.2 nm, as was also obtained from the fit in Fig. 7 . From Eqs. ͑18͒ and ͑19͒ and using F ϭ5 nm and ␣ F ϭ0.2 ͑at 4.2 K͒ we obtain the spin-up and spin-down resistance of the Py ferromagnet:
This shows that the total resistance experienced over a length F ϩ N by the spin-up and spin-down currents is indeed dominated by the spin-independent resistance R N ϩR ϭ N 2R ᮀ N /wӍ6 ⍀. Here we have used that N ϭ1 m at Tϭ4.2 K and wϭ100 nm. This leads to an interface polarization of PϷ(R ↓ ϪR ↑ )/2(R N ϩR)Ϸ1% at the Py/Cu interface.
Although the role of interface resistance between two diffusive metals for spin injection will be described in the next section, we note here that the small difference R ↓ ϪR ↑ Ϸ100 m⍀ responsible for a spin valve signal of ⌬R ϭ1.6 m⍀ could possibly also result from an interface resistance at the Py/Cu interface. Commonly reported resistivities of 5ϫ10 Ϫ16 ⍀ m 2 for the Py/Cu interface 40-42,46,52 and a contact area of Sϭ1ϫ10 Ϫ14 m 2 ͑i.e., R int ϭ50 m⍀) would yield a realistic interface polarization of ␥ϭ0.5 for the Py/Cu interface, using Eq. ͑26͒. However, the specific details of the spin injection mechanism ͑interface, bulk, or a combination͒ do not alter the conclusion that the total spindependent resistance R ↓ ϪR ↑ Ϸ100 m⍀ is dominated by the spin-independent resistance of the Cu strip over a spin relaxation length and hence leads to a considerable reduction of the spin valve signal, as was pointed out above. transistor''͒, are more than 10 4 times smaller than those obtained in that previous work. In that earlier work it was necessary to invoke a spin polarization exceeding 100% to explain the results in terms of spin accumulation. 34, 35 This contrasts with our results, which yield a spin polarization P of the current injected in the Cu wire at the Py/Cu interface of about 1%-2%.
In Refs. 34, 35, 53, and 54 Johnson postulates that spin injection is mediated by interfacial transport, because the interface resistances R ↑ int and R ↓ int would dominate the total resistance in both spin-up and spin-down channels:
and R are defined similarly as in Sec. IV. In this limit spin injection would be characterized by the interfacial spin injection parameter defined as However, a polarization of the current at the Py/Cu interface of ␥ϭ40% would require spin-dependent interface resistances of R ↑ int ϭ16 ⍀ and R ↓ int ϭ37 ⍀ to overcome the conductance mismatch. The obtained interface resistances are calculated using Eqs. ͑26͒ and ͑21͒ and replacing Eqs. ͑18͒ and ͑19͒ by
where the spin-dependent interface resistances R ↑ int and R ↓ int have simply been added up to bulk spin-dependent resistances R ↑ F and R ↓ F because the spin polarization ␥ and the bulk spin polarization ␣ F are found to be positive (␣ F Ͼ0 and ␥Ͼ0) for Py and Cu. 55 The values R ↑ int ϭ16 ⍀ and R ↓ int ϭ37 ⍀ yield a total single interface resistance R int ϭ11 ⍀ or, equivalently, a interface resistivity of 1 ϫ10 Ϫ13 ⍀ m 2 . This is more than a 100 times larger then the upper limit 0.1 ⍀ or equivalently a contact resistivity of 1 ϫ10 Ϫ15 ⍀ m 2 that we are able to determine from our Py/ Cu/Py spin valve experiment in a conventional measurement geometry; see Figs. 5 and 6.
The above arguments also apply for the experiment of Refs. 34 and 35 where a gold layer is sandwiched in between two Py layers. There is no physical reason why there should exist an interface resistivity larger than 1ϫ10 Ϫ13 ⍀ m 2 between the Au and Py or Co layers in the experiment of Ref. 34 , which can explain an interface current polarization of ␥ ϭ0.4 or more. Equation ͑27͒ can therefore not be applied to the experiment of Ref. 34 , because it does not include the ͑fast͒ spin relaxation reservoirs of the ferromagnetic injector and detector contacts, which dominate the total spin relaxation in the case of transparent contacts, as was already pointed out in Refs. 36 and 37.
In view of this, given the unexplained discrepancies (␥ Ͼ1) of the earlier work in Refs. 34 and 35, and the more consistent values obtained in the recent work, it is our opinion that the results of Refs. 34 and 35 cannot be reconciled with spin injection and spin accumulation.
VII. SPIN ACCUMULATION IN PyÕAlÕPy SPIN VALVES
Here we will describe spin injection experiments using Permalloy Ni 80 Fe 20 ͑Py͒ strips as ferromagnetic electrodes to drive a spin-polarized current via transparent contacts into aluminum ͑Al͒ crossed strips; see Fig. 3 . Similar current polarizations and spin relaxation lengths for Py and Al are obtained as in the previous section ͑Sec. VI͒. 
B. Dependence on Py electrode spacing
A reduction of the magnitude of spin signal ⌬R of the Py/Al/Py samples is observed with increased electrode spacing L, as shown in Fig. 9 . However, for the Tϭ4.2 K data this dependence is not monotonic. The spin valve devices with small Lϭ250 nm and Lϭ500 nm show a smaller spin valve signal than the device with Lϭ1 m. We note that all the devices shown in Fig. 9 are from the same ͑processing͒ batch. However, the granular structure of the Al film with a grain size on the order of the width of the Al strip causes fluctuations in the resistance of the Al strip in between the Py electrodes. The samples with Lϭ250 nm and Lϭ500 nm indeed show a higher resistance than expected when measured in the conventional geometry at Tϭ4.2 K. This irregular behavior of the resistance due to grains is not observed at RT due to the additional presence of electron-phonon scattering. From the best fits to Eq. ͑12͒ we find a spin relaxation length N in Al of 1.2Ϯ0.2 m at Tϭ4.2 K and 600Ϯ50 nm at RT. Note that the spin relaxation lengths are about 2 times larger than reported in Ref. 21 . The reason for this increase is the higher conductivity of the Al in these samples, caused by a lower background pressure of 1ϫ10 Ϫ8 mbar during evaporation as compared to a background pressure of 1ϫ10 Ϫ6 used in Ref. 21 .
The fits of Fig. 9 also yield the spin polarization ␣ F and the spin relaxation length F of the Py electrodes. We find ␣ F F ϭ1.2 nm at 4.2 K and ␣ F F ϭ0.5 nm at RT, in agreement with the Py/Cu/Py spin valve data of Sec. VI. Note that for the Py/Al/Py spin valve also applies that M ӷ1 and thus the spin signal ⌬R is proportional to the product ␣ F F (25 ϽM Ͻ32). Using Eq. ͑15͒, a polarization P for the Py/Al/Py sample with the smallest Py electrode spacing of L ϭ250 nm at Tϭ4.2 K is found to be only 3%: Pϭ0.03.
VIII. SPIN INJECTION USING Co AND Ni FERROMAGNETIC ELECTRODES
From Eq. ͑23͒ it can be seen that the magnitude of the spin-dependent resistance R ↓ ϪR ↑ is sensitive to the properties ␣ F , F , and F of the ferromagnet. As R ↓ ϪR ↑ enters squared in the spin valve signal ⌬R ͓see Eq. ͑21͔͒, an increase of F with a factor of 10 would increase ⌬R with a factor of 100. We have therefore tried cobalt ͑Co͒ and nickel ͑Ni͒ as ferromagnetic spin injectors and detectors to increase the magnitude of the spin valve signal, as larger spin relaxation lengths can be expected for these materials. Figure 10͑b͒ shows the spin valve effect in the nonlocal measurement geometry at RT for a Co/Cu/Co spin valve device. The magnitude of the spin-dependent resistance ⌬R ϭ0.25 m⍀ is slightly smaller than in the Py/Cu/Py spin valve device. At Tϭ4.2 K the signal increases to ⌬R ϭ0.8 m⍀. Using Eq. ͑12͒ and the values of N , N for Cu and F for Co ͑see Sec. V͒, we obtain ␣ F F ϭ0.3 at RT and ␣ F F ϭ0.7 at Tϭ4.2 K. These obtained values are much smaller than reported for Co in CPP-GMR experiments, where ␣ F Ϸ0.5 and F ϭ10-60 nm. 40,56 -59 This discrepancy will be discussed in Sec. IX C. ͑middle curve͒ are shown of a Ni/Cu/Ni spin valve device with a Ni electrode spacing of 500 nm. For the Ni1 contact current is send from contact 1 to 5 and the voltage is measured from contact 4 to 6 ͑see Fig. 3͒ . For the Ni2 contact current is send from contact 5 to 7 and the voltage is measured from contact 6 to 9. In the magnetic field sweeps of Figs. 11͑a͒ and 11͑b͒ a large range can be observed where the magnetization configurations of the Ni electrodes are antiparallel. We note that the magnetic field in the measurements of Fig. 11 is applied perpendicular to the long axis of the Ni electrodes, showing a more pronounced magnetic switching behavior than an applied magnetic field along the long axis of the Ni electrodes. However, no spin valve signal could be detected within experimental accuracy in the nonlocal measurement geometry at RT as well as at Tϭ4.2 K, as is shown in Fig. 11͑c͒ ͑RT͒. An upper bound on the spin valve signal is found to be ⌬RϽ20 ⍀ at RT as well as at for Ni. The spin relaxation length F (calc) and the observed discrepancy will be calculated and discussed in Sec. IX C.
IX. SPIN RELAXATION TIMES OF CONDUCTION ELECTRONS IN METALS
In this section we will analyze our obtained spin relaxation length s f in Cu and Al from the spin injection experiments in Secs. VI, VII, and VIII and compare the associated spin relaxation times s f with theory and previously reported values from CPP-GMR, 61 CESR, 62 weak localization, 63 and superconducting tunneling experiments. 7 The obtained spin polarization and spin relaxation lengths in Py, Co, and Ni will be compared with reported values from CPP-GMR experiments.
In CESR experiments the transverse relaxation time T 2 is measured, which is proportional to the width of the absorption peak at the resonance frequency. Yafet 64 showed that in metals T 2 is equal to the longitudinal spin relaxation time T 1 (T 1 ϭ s f ). In weak localization and superconducting tunneling experiments the spin-orbit scattering time s.o. is determined, with s.o. being defined similarly in both experiments. 65 The spin-orbit interaction in weak localization experiments is responsible for the destructive interference when electrons are scattered at ͑nonmagnetic͒ impurities, 63 whereas in the superconducting tunneling experiments it mixes up the spin-up and spin-down quasiparticle density of states, when they are Zeeman split by an applied magnetic field. 7, 66 We make the identification s.o. ϭ s f . ͑c͒ The spin valve effect of a Ni/Cu/Ni device at RT with a Ni electrode spacing of Lϭ500 nm, using a nonlocal measurement geometry. The solid ͑dotted͒ curve corresponds with a negative ͑positive͒ sweep direction of the B field.
A. Electron spin relaxation in nonmagnetic metals
The fact that a spin can be flipped implies that there is some mechanism which allows the electron spin to interact with its environment. In the absence of magnetic impurities in the nonmagnetic metal, the dominant mechanism providing for this interaction is the spin-orbit interaction, as was argued by Elliot 64 and Yafet. 67 When included in the band structure calculation of a nonmagnetic metal the result of the spin-orbit interaction is that the Bloch eigenfunctions become linear combinations of spin-up and spin-down states, mixing some spin-down character into the predominantly spin-up states and vice versa. 68 Using a perturbative approach Elliot showed that a relation can be obtained between the elastic scattering time ( e ), the spin relaxation time ( s f ), and the spin-orbit interaction strength defined in Ref.
69 as (/⌬E) 2 :
where is the atomic spin-orbit coupling constant for a specific energy band and ⌬E is the energy separation from the considered ͑conduction͒ band to the nearest band which is coupled via the atomic spin orbit interaction constant. Yafet has shown that Eq. ͑30͒ is temperature independent. 64 Therefore the temperature dependence of ( s f ) Ϫ1 scales with the temperature behavior of the resistivity being proportional to ( e ) Ϫ1 . For many clean metals the temperature behavior of the resistivity is dominated by the electron-phonon scattering and can to a good approximation be described by the BlochGrüneisen relation 70 Fig. 12 it can be seen that for Cu the BlochGrüneisen relation is well obeyed, including the newly added point deduced from our spin injection experiments at RT (T/T D ϭ0.9). For Al, however, the previously obtained data points as well as the newly added point from the injection experiments at RT (T/T D ϭ0.75) are deviating from the general curve, being about two orders of magnitude larger than the calculated values based on Eq. ͑30͒. We note that we cannot extract data for the Bloch-Grüneisen plot shown in Fig. 12 from our spin injection experiments at Tϭ4.2 K, because the impurity ͑surface͒ scattering rate is dominating the electron-phonon contribution at Tϭ4.2 K.
Fabian and Das Sarma have resolved the discrepancy for Al by pointing out that there can exist so called ''spin hot spots'' at the Fermi surface of polyvalent metals ͑like Al͒. Performing an ab initio pseudopotential band structure calculation of Al they showed that the spin flip contributions of these ͑small͒ spin-hot-spot areas on the ͑large͒ Fermi surface dominate the total spin relaxation rate ( s f ) Ϫ1 , making it factor of 100 faster than expected from the Elliot-Yafet relation ͓Eq. ͑30͔͒. 76 -78 Our newly added data point shows that the underestimation of the spin-orbit strength also holds for Al at RT (T/T D ϭ0.75), as can be seen in Fig. 12 They are also in agreement with the results obtained from CESR experiments and the earlier JS spin injection experiments at temperatures below 90 K. Note that in those earlier experiments the spin relaxation times are two to three orders of magnitude larger due the use of extremely clean samples with electron mean free paths of a few tens of micrometers. Also for Cu we see that s f ph and a ph at RT are in good agreement with the results obtained from CESR experiments at temperatures below 60 K.
The impurity scattering ratio a imp shows a much bigger spread in values for both Al and Cu. We speculate that this due to the different origins of the impurities in the samples used for the various measurement techniques. For the CESR experiments the impurity scattering is caused by dislocations, whereas for our experiment and the weak localization and superconducting tunneling experiments, it is mainly due to surface and grain boundary scattering.
We note that for the thin films we use it is not possible to realize mean free paths of the order of micrometers as they will always be limited by surface scattering. However, the sensitivity of the CESR technique does not allow measurements of s f ph below typically 1 ns, whereas the superconducting quantum interference device ͑SQUID͒ detection technique used in Ref. 17 does not operate at RT. Therefore spin injection into thin films is rather complementary to the CESR techniques and the JS spin injection experiments in determining s f ph in the temperature range from liquid helium to RT; see Fig. 12 .
The fact that about half of the momentum scattering processes in the Al and Cu thin films at RT is due to electronphonon scattering limits the maximum obtainable spin relaxation length in Al and Cu at RT. This is illustrated by calculating the electron-phonon-scattering-induced spin relaxation length at RT: N ph ϭv F ph (ͱ1/3a ph ). This is the maximal obtainable spin relaxation length at RT, being limited by electron-phonon scattering. The calculated values of N ph are shown in Table I and indicate that the experimentally obtained spin relaxation lengths at RT in Al and Cu thin films, as presented in this paper, can be maximally improved by a factor of about 2.
C. Spin injection efficiency of Py, Co, and Ni ferromagnets
In addition to the spin-orbit interaction, as described above for nonmagnetic metals, in metallic ferromagnets spin flip scattering can be caused by magnons. 43 The spin flip scattering by magnons has two effects. It will add to the spin flip scattering rate originating from the spin-orbit interaction, which reduces the spin relaxation length F of the ferromagnet at higher temperatures. Second, it will lower the bulk current polarization of the ferromagnet ␣ F by ͑1͒ changing ↑ and ↓ and in addition by ͑2͒ giving rise to a ''spin mixing rate'' which equalizes the spin-up and spin-down currents in the ferromagnet. 43 The presence of spin flip scattering by magnons can therefore lower ␣ F as well as F at RT. Because M Ͼ10 for all our spin valve samples, we cannot separately determine ␣ F and F from the magnitude of the spin valve signal ⌬R. In Table II we therefore give the ''spin injection efficiency'' ␣ F F together with reported values from CPP-GMR experiments. We note that our thin film conductivities for Py, Co, and Ni are within a factor of 2 of the reported conductivities in the CPP-GMR experiments. Table II shows that our obtained spin injection efficiency of the Py ferromagnet ␣ Py Py is in quantative agreement with the values reported in CPP-GMR experiments (␣ Py ϭ0.7, Py ϭ5 nm), taking into account that our obtained ␣ Py Py represents a minimal value due to a partially shunting of the injected current by the Cu wire on top of the Py electrodes. The reduction of ␣ Py Py at RT beyond the ratio 1.8 of the Py conductivies at Tϭ4.2 K and RT could be attributed to magnons lowering ␣ F at RT.
For the Co and Ni ferromagnets we observe spin injection efficiencies ␣ F F which are more than one order of magnitude smaller than values of ␣ F F obtained in CPP-GMR experiments. So the question is, what is causing this rather large reduction of the spin injection efficiency?
First we discuss the possible influences of an existing interface resistance at the Co/Cu and Ni/Cu interfaces. From the resistance measured in a conventional geometry we are able to determine an upper estimate of the ͑diffusive͒ interface resistances. For the Co/Cu/Co spin valve of Fig. 10 we find an upper limit for a single Co/Cu interface of 0.4 ⍀, whereas for the Ni/Cu/Ni spin valve of Fig. 11 we find for a single Ni/Cu interface 0.6 ⍀. We note that the associated Co/Cu interface resistivity (Ϸ4ϫ10 Ϫ15 ⍀ m 2 ) values is about 4 times larger than calculated for Co/Cu ͑specular or diffusive͒ interfaces 4,88 -90 and also 5 times larger than values obtained from CPP-GMR experiments. 52, 56 In case these Co/Cu and Ni/Cu interface resistances are spin dependent, the spin signal would be ͑largely͒ increased as the sign of the bulk and interface spin asymmetries of Co, Ni, and Cu are found both to be positive. 55, [89] [90] [91] However, this is clearly not observed. In the opposite case of spin-independent interface resistances, the interface resistance for each spin channel (Ϸ1 ⍀) will not reduce the measured spin valve signal much as the spin-independent interface resistance just adds to the ͑larger͒ spin-independent resistance of the Cu strip of about 6 ⍀ ͓see Sec. VI D, Eqs. ͑28͒ and ͑29͔͒. Therefore, the presence of the interface resistance could only reduce the spin signal by additional spin flip scattering, an effect which has recently been studied in CPP-GMR spin valves. 92, 93 The physical origin of this mechanism could be diverse, for instance: surface roughness creating local magnetic fields due to the formation of random domains or the formation of antiferromagnetic oxides CoO and NiO at the surface during the time in between the Kaufmann sputtering and the Cu or Al deposition. However, as we do not have a characterization of the interfacial structure we cannot analyze what could be the most probable cause.
Second, a deviation in the bulk properties of the Co and Ni could explain the small spin injection efficiencies. Although in our opinion it is not likely that the bulk spin relaxation length would be subdue to a substantial shortening, a reduction of the polarization ␣ F in our Co and Ni ferromagnets might occur. In CIP-GMR experiments 94 a strong decrease of more than an order of magnitude in the GMR signal was reported upon changing the base (H 2 O) pressure in the vacuum chamber from 10 Ϫ8 to 10 Ϫ5 mbar, just before deposition of the Co and Cu layers. In our deposition chamber the base pressure is only 10 Ϫ7 mbar, whereas in the experiments, e.g., on Co/Ag multilayers 56 the base pressure is of the system is 10 Ϫ8 mbar. Theoretical work 91 predicts ␣ Co Ϸ0.6 for fcc Co with a conductivity close to our Co thin film. However, we do not know the crystallinity and/or the crystal orientation of our Co films, which complicates a direct comparison to Ref. 91 and the work on Co/Cu nanowires 57 and Co/Ag CPP-GMR multilayers.
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X. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated spin injection and accumulation in metallic mesoscopic spin valves with transparent contacts. We have shown that in a conventional measurement geometry the magnetoresistance effects of the injecting and detecting contacts can be much larger than the spin valve effect, making it impossible to observe the spin valve effect in a conventional measurement geometry. However, these contact effects can be used to monitor the magnetization reversal process of the spin injecting and detecting contacts. In a nonlocal measurement geometry we can completely isolate the spin valve effect, as was reported earlier in Ref. 19 . Using this geometry we find spin relaxation lengths in Cu of around 1 m at Tϭ4.2 K and 350 nm at RT and spin relaxation lengths in Al of around 1.2 m at Tϭ4.2 K and 600 nm at RT. The associated spin relaxation times in Al and Cu are in good agreement with theory and values from experiments previously reported in the literature. The spin relaxation lengths in the Al and Cu thin films at RT are limited by electron-phonon scattering to a maximum length of about 1.2 m and 600 nm, respectively. For Py we find spin relaxation lengths and current polarizations in agreement with CPP-GMR experiments. However, for Co we obtain values of ␣ F F which are up to a factor of 20 smaller than their CPP-GMR counterpart. For Ni electrodes we are unable to resolve a spin valve signal within the limits of our experimental accuracy, corresponding with ␣ F F at least a factor of 10 lower than expected. Finally, the use of tunnel barriers should make it possible to increase the polarization of the injected current in nonmagnetic metals, as we recently have shown. 21, 22 This should make it possible to increase the spin signals to about 1 ⍀ in metals.
